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Every year our Gov't needs to pose better questions when it comes to our money. It is ridiculous to be

asked, "Do you want to donate $3 to the Presidential Election Campaign Fund?" The Federal Gov't

doesn't think to ask if you want to earmark $3 to help children, the impoverished or the sick, just

politicians. Major politicians don't need any more money and it's a travesty that candidates like

Lyndon LaRouche receive a penny. LaRouche has indicated he believes the Queen of England is an

international drug trafficker and that Microsoft is a terrorist organization and we don't want our

money going to him.

For the past year, we asked the wrong question during our research, when we starting to look at the

performance of 2k banks over the past 10Ys. We asked, "What is the best loan mix to have to produce

superior earnings?" It turns out, like Presidential candidates, there is no perfect mix. All loans can

produce a bank ROE of 15% or greater as long as times are good. That is a significant finding, as it

argues for diversification and generating loans that the community demands. However, our problem

was that we asked the wrong question.

The question should have been, "What loan types produce a superior ROE with the lowest amount of

risk?" When we equalized loan performance against contribution to earnings and earnings volatility, a

completely different picture emerged. While some loans can produce a superior ROE, they can also

produce a negative ROE.

One of the worst performing risk-adjusted loan categories over the last 10Ys has been multifamily,

followed by residential real estate. In other words, banks with concentrations in these two areas, most

likely have a higher chance to see swings in earnings. As we drilled down into the data, the main

reason this seems to emerge is that these categories are often mispriced when it comes to risk. This

is another reason why banks need to understand where risk is coming from, how it impacts the loan

value and areas of future performance concern. Our Loan Pricing Model helps connect actual loan risk

by zip code to return. Multifamily for instance, has historically produced larger and more frequent

delinquencies than say office lending, but most banks price multifamily at smaller spreads to Libor.

This is the exact opposite of what should occur. In addition, many banks fail to take into account

interest rate risk when generating fixed rate loans in both multifamily and residential, which argues

for banks to take advantage of our BLP program whereby we take on the interest rate risk. Finally, the

3rd reason that these loans produce greater than average earnings volatility is due to higher and

more volatile overhead and origination costs. Both residential and multifamily have a fair amount of

administrative and production costs that eat into earnings.

Our analysis finds that the best loan type to have on your books is agriculture backed by real estate.

This loan category outperformed all others over the last 10Ys, making it the loan category that best

contributes to stable earnings. Again, this is not to say that defaults are lower, because they are

actually higher than both multifamily and residential mortgage lending. This is to say that banks that

generate agricultural loans backed by real estate tend to price these loans at spreads that generate

excess returns to take into account credit, capital and expenses.
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If you want to see how other loan types compare, be sure to attend our Executive Management

Conference in May in S.F. https://cbc.webcorr.com/PCBBPublicApps/CFO2009RegistrationForm.jsp

In the meantime, let's hope the IRS comes around and asks better questions with regard to our tax

dollars.

BANK NEWS

Revisions

Due Thursday, April 30th, 1Q's call reports carry a number of additional items including; new line

items for held-for-investment loans and leases acquired within the current year, clarification of the

term loan secured by real estate and exemptions for banks with less than $1B in assets. A sample

may be found at http://www.ffiec.gov/ffiec_report_forms.htm

M&amp;A

First Community Bancshares ($2.13B, VA) has agreed to purchase Tristone Community Bank

($152mm, NC) for an estimated $10mm in stock. Tristone reported a $249mm net loss for 2008.

FASB

Taking effect in the 2Q, the mark-to-market changes approved yesterday provide banks more

flexibility in valuing assets in distressed markets.

#5 returning TARP

Centra Financial Holdings ($1.21B, WV) repaid $15mm in preferred stock, totaling $353mm returned

in the past 15days.

FRB Retire

Minneapolis President Gary Stern has announced his retirement by this summer. He is the longest

serving regional president, having lead the bank since 1985.

Mail Campaigns

Studies find 42% of banks still consider traditional postal direct mail their primary marketing channel.
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